
In this repOl1, evacuation time ditference between elevator usc group and stalls usc group
was analyzed by using simplified evacuation models for elevator use and stairs usc, based
on the data from the investigation on evacuation behavior of the occupants in the real fire
in Hiroshima Motomachi high-rise apal1ments. Although limited in a certain condition of
elevator operation described in this report, the diverging point of the advantage of
evacuation by elevator in terms of evacuation time to compare with evacuation by stairs
appears roughly on 14th floor to 16th floor. In the future, the model improvement and
further analysis is needed, considering variety of number of occupants, operating condition
of elevators, and the index how to evaluate evacuation efficiency by elevators andlor by
stairs.
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ABSTRACT

Himeji-jo castle,a National Treasure and UNESCO World Heritage,is visited by
numerous sightseeners every year. In order to derive a fire safety measures for the visitors'
safety, 1/25 scale model experiments are carried out to grasp the smoke movement in the
castle's main tower. The experiments demonstrate interesting effects of the architectural
features ofthe castle to the smoke movement.
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l. INTRODUCTION

Himeji-jo Castle, a 400 years old National Treasure and UNESCO world heritage, is
visited by numerous sightseers from all over the world, around one million a year, and
maximum over 6000 daily visitors. There is a record that over 600 persons stood on the 110m'
top floor, 5.4 person/m', at an extreme peak. For this reason, consideration of fire safety is
important not only for the protection of the historic building itself but also for the life safety
of visitors. The current fire safety measures in the castle building are based on the Fire Service
Law with the primary purpose to protect cultural assets by, for example, sprinklers, indoor
fireplugs and, fire extinguishers. However, it has not yet been verified whether these measures
effectively function for the safety of visitors in the event of an actual fire. Under many
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